
U of U Dean Reviews Vision Dixie Process

Brenda Case Scheer, Dean of the University of Utah’s College of Architecture + Planning
recently presented an informative lecture to the Southern Utah Alumni Chapter titled “What Are
We Doing Right? Facing the Challenges of Growth in Southern Utah.”  Dean Scheer, who also
sits on the Board of Envision Utah, commended the Vision Dixie process and noted that the
Vision Dixie principles set the stage for Washington County to transition from automobile-
centered land use patterns of the 20  century to what she termed as “A New Western Vision.”th

Key components of potential 21  century land use patterns include:st

• Preserve What is Important First
• Build Neighborhoods, Not Subdivisions
• Build Compactly - Density with Amenities
• Make Connections

Dean Scheer noted that new land use patterns will happen only with conscious and purposeful
efforts by affected municipal and county governments.  She pointed out some specific land use
“Myths to Ponder:”

• Free Parking is Great
• More Roads = Less Congestion
• Large Lots = Rural Feel
• Only Misfits Live in Multifamily Housing
• Public Lands are Required for Affordable Housing 

Vision Dixie principles address most, if not all, of these items. Purposeful implementation of the
principles, which have been adopted by most Washington County jurisdictions, will enable and
encourage the transition to more compact, higher quality neighborhoods where residents enjoy
comfortable amenities and security.

This transition must be led by market demand that will be fostered by developing high quality
neighborhoods that can be living proof of the viability of such concepts.  Current economic
challenges allow communities and developers an opportunity to set the stage for quality
development patterns that will accommodate those who wish to make Washington County home.

Brenda Case Scheer AIA AICP has been the dean of the College of Architecture + Planning at
the University of Utah since 2002. During her tenure, the College has been considerably
transformed by the addition of the urban planning program. Her research specializations are the
formal development of cities and urban design policy. She has published many articles and book
chapters on design review, architecture, housing, and suburban form.  She can be contacted at
scheer@arch.utah.edu or (801) 581-8254.
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